
 

 

 

Mobile sawmill ECOPRO UL® 
Easy to implement on the sites where the wood is 
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Discover: 
ECO PRO UL ®, the ultra light mobile sawmill with tilting blade. The ECO 
PRO UL ® is the ultra light version of the ECO PRO2® mobile sawmill with a 
total weight of 400 kg can saw blocks of wood  up to 25 x 25 cm (optional 30 
x 30 cm) with a daily capacity up to 15 m3 of sawn timber and can be 
mounted on a trailer to be deployed in less than an hour and move from ball 
to ball. 

This saw is available with a 31 HP combustion engine for the mobile version 
(light rails) or a 22 KW motor for the fixed version (robust rails). 

The ECO PRO UL ® allows sawing/edging at the same time and can 
saw logs without limitation in length by simply extending the translation 
rails. 

The adjustment of the cutting thickness is ensured using a single crank 
coupled to a transmission system which allows the up/down stroke of the 
blade to be adjusted with precision. 

This machine is used to delete skidding operations. 

Our constant Technological Innovation, equipped with the use of the best materials, has made the reputation of ECO PRO-
2 machines in fixed or semi-mobile installation. These mobile sawmills have demonstrated their qualities and performances 
in several occasions. Today we have the advantage of offering you a new machine quite light equipped with 9 meter rails 
for sawing logs 7 m long with the possibility of extension. 
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Organization of the site where the logs are; The ECOPRO UL® is easily transportable without dismantling by four 
people or 4x4, trailer ... etc 

 

 

Mobile sawmill ECOPRO UL® 
For precise, quality and customized sawing 
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ECOPRO UL® can saw any exotic wood to the 
desired size (beam, planks, rafters ...). 

All ECOPRO ® machines are manufactured with high quality 
materials in our factories in Belgium (without parts imported 
from China, Taiwan, or Poland to be assembled). 
 
ECOPRO ® blade sharpening is easy because it does not 
require blade removal or additional investment in precision 
grinding and cutting machines, as is the case of sharpening 
the blades of mobile tape mills, which is subjective and whose 
blades break with hard woods. 
ECOPRO ® is the undisputed leader in portable sawmills with 
circular blades. 

Sawing logs without length limitation thanks to the "extendable" rails. 
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